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Abstract

In project scheduling, resource constraints are usually defined via resource
consumption and -availability. Many algorithmic approaches, however, are based
on the concept of minimal forbidden sets to represent the resource constraints.
Jobs of a forbidden set can be scheduled simultaneously with respect to the
precedence constraints, however, they consume more resources than available.
Forbidden sets are usually not given explicitly, and by definition even the number
of inclusion-minimal forbidden sets may be exponential in the number of jobs.
In this paper, we analyze some algorithmic questions related to these different
respresentations, and we propose a simple backtracking algorithm to efficiently
compute a minimal forbidden set representation. We evaluate the algorithm on
well established test sets of the project scheduling problem library PSPLIB. In
addition, we exhibit a close relation between the different representations of re-
source constraints and threshold hypergraphs.

Keywords: Project Scheduling, Resource Constraints, Forbidden Sets, Thresh-
old Hypergraphs, Threshold Dimension, Minimal Cover Inequalities

1 Introduction

We consider scheduling problems where a set V � � 1 � 2 ��������� n � of jobs has to be exe-
cuted subject to both precedence and resource constraints. Precedence constraints are
given as an acyclic directed graph D �	� V � A 
 , where � i � j 
�� A if j cannot be started be-
fore i has been completed. In addition, jobs need different (renewable) resource types
k � K while being processed. A constant amount of Rk �� units of each resource
type is available throughout the project and each job j consumes r jk � Rk (r jk �� )
units of resource k � K while in process. A schedule is called feasible if it respects all
precedence constraints and at any time t and for each resource type k, the sum of the
resource consumption of all jobs which are in process at t does not exceed the avail-
ability Rk. This is the most common representation of resource constraints in project
�
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scheduling. Let us call it the threshold representation (the motivation for this notation
will become clear in Section 2). To give an example, scheduling problems on m (par-
allel) machines arise as the special case where exactly one resource is available in m
units, and all jobs require exactly one unit of that resource.

The topic of this paper is an alternative representation of resource constraints, the
so-called (minimal) forbidden set representation. A subset F

�
V of jobs is called for-

bidden if the jobs in F are an anti-chain of the partial order defined by the precedence
digraph D, and the total resource consumption ∑ j � F r jk exceeds the resource availabil-
ity Rk for some k � K. F is called minimal forbidden if any proper subset F ��� F is
resource-feasible, that is, ∑ j � F � r jk � Rk for all k � K. Let us denote by F the system
of minimal forbidden sets, then �F � can obviously be exponential in n, the number of
jobs. For a parallel machine scheduling problem with m machines, for example, the
minimal forbidden sets are exactly the anti-chains of cardinality m � 1.

Minimal forbidden sets are an important concept to represent resource constraints.
In fact, they form the basis of numerous algorithmic approaches to resource-constrained
project scheduling. Probably the most important field of application is stochastic
scheduling, where job processing times are uncertain, e. g. in [15, 14, 19, 21, 26], but
they also play a role in algorithmic approaches to deterministic project scheduling
problems, e. g. in [24, 6]. In addition, forbidden sets are useful to derive cutting planes
within integer programming approaches, e. g. in [1, 20]. Interestingly, Schäffter [25]
derives inapproximability results for resource-constrained project scheduling prob-
lems by means of the forbidden set representation of resource-constraints: He proves
that vertex coloring in graphs reduces to scheduling subject to forbidden sets, hence
all inapproximability results for vertex coloring, e. g. in [10], also hold for resource-
constrained project scheduling. Finally, forbidden sets can be seen as a generalization
of the disjunctive graph concept known from job-shop scheduling, as pointed out by
Radermacher [24]; see also [2].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first discuss theoretical is-
sues related to the threshold and minimal forbidden set representations of resource
constraints, revealing a close relation to threshold (hyper-)graphs. In Section 3, we
propose a backtracking algorithm which computes the system F of minimal forbidden
sets for an instance which is given by the usual threshold representation. We show that,
for instances with only one resource type ( �K � � 1), the algorithm can be implemented
to run in polynomial time with respect to the in- and output. A computational eval-
uation of the algorithm is presented in Section 4, based on the widely used instances
from the project scheduling library PSPLIB [23]. The results exhibit the benefits of
the proposed algorithm in comparison to an approach to compute F previously sug-
gested by Bartusch [5]. Our results also provide further insights in the structure of the
instances of the library. We conclude with some final remarks in Section 5.

2 Threshold and Forbidden Set Representations

In this section, we address several questions which are related to the transformation
between the two above mentioned representations of resource constraints.
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2.1 Relations to Threshold (Hyper-)Graphs

One can think of the system of minimal forbidden sets � V � F 
 as an undirected hyper-
graph where jobs of the scheduling instance correspond to the vertices of the hyper-
graph and the minimal forbidden sets correspond to hyperedges. Let us first address
the question if these hypergraphs have any particular property. To start with, consider
the following problem: Given a problem instance with a minimal forbidden set rep-
resentation of the resource constraints, what is the minimal number of resource types
k required in a threshold representation? Obviously, �F � different resource types suf-
fice, and it is easy to see that one resource type does not suffice in general, e. g. with
V � � 1 � 2 � 3 � 4 � and F � � � 1 � 2 � � � 3 � 4 � � . Moreover, as demonstrated by Example 1 in
the Appendix, the number of resource types required in a threshold representation can
be exponential in n, the number of jobs.

It turns out that exactly the same problem has been studied in the context of thres-
hold (hyper-)graphs: According to Golumbic [12], a threshold hypergraph is an undi-
rected hypergraph � V � F 
 , F

�
2V , with the following property: A non-negative inte-

ger value r j can be assigned to each vertex j � V such that there is an integer thres-
hold R with the property that a subset B

�
V is stable if and only if ∑ j � B r j � R. Here, a

stable set of a hypergraph is a subset B
�

V which does not contain any hyperedge, that
is, F

��
B for all F � F ; see [9]. In other words, the system of stable sets of a threshold

hypergraph can be represented by only one linear inequality, namely ∑ j � V r j x j � R.
Here, x � � x1 ������� � xn 
 is the characteristic vector of a subset X of V , where x j � 1
if j � X and x j � 0 otherwise. Notice that the stable sets exactly correspond to the
resource-feasible sets in our application, hence � V � F 
 defines a threshold hypergraph
exactly if one resource type suffices to represent the resource constraints. In analogy
with the definitions for ordinary graphs, the threshold dimension t of a hypergraph
� V � F 
 can be defined as the minimum number of inequalities which are required to
represent the system of stable sets; see Chvátal and Hammer [8]. More precisely, there
exist t inequalities ∑ j � V r jk x j � Rk, k � 1 ������� � t, such that X is a stable set in � V � F 

if and only if all t inequalities are fulfilled. But even for ordinary graphs, the deter-
mination of the threshold dimension is NP-hard [8]. According to Yannakakis [27],
already the decision problem if the threshold dimension of a graph is bounded by 3 is
NP-complete (the decision problem if the threshold dimension of a graph is bounded
by 2 can be solved in polynomial time). We refer to the surveys [17] and [7] for more
details and references. Hence, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Given a project scheduling problem with minimal forbidden set repre-
sentation F of resource constraints, and given that the number of minimal forbidden
sets F is polynomial in n, it is NP-hard to determine the minimum number of resource
types required in a threshold representation.

Proof. The claim even holds if all minimal forbidden sets F � F have cardinality 2.
Then � V � F 
 is an ordinary graph, and the problem corresponds to the determination
of the threshold dimension of that graph, which is NP-hard.

2.2 From Thresholds to Minimal Forbidden Sets

We next discuss the complexity of the computation of F , given the (usual) threshold
representation of resource constraints. Clearly, since F can be exponential in n, the
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number of jobs, there is no algorithm with polynomial running time with respect to n.
However, if only one resource type is present ( �K � � 1), the following will be proved
in Section 3.2.

Theorem 2. Given a project scheduling problem with threshold representation of re-
source constraints, and given that the number of resource types �K � equals 1, the min-
imal forbidden sets F can be computed in time polynomial in �F � and n.

We finally consider the following three related problems that are important if an
instance with threshold representation is given. For a given subset W

�
V of jobs,

which is an anti-chain of the partial order induced by the precedence constraints, we
ask whether

(i) W is minimal forbidden,

(ii) W is contained in a (not necessarily minimal) forbidden set F
�

W , and

(iii) W is contained in a minimal forbidden set F
�

W .

It is trivial to decide Problem (i): W must be a forbidden set, that is, ∑ j � W r jk �
Rk � 1 for some k � K, and W is minimal forbidden if and only if W � � j � is resource-
feasible for each j � W and all k. This can obviously be verified in O � �K � �W � 
 time.
We can also decide Problem (ii) in polynomial time: Denote by N

�
V all jobs in

V which are unrelated to all jobs in W (with respect to the precedence constraints).
Obviously, if there is a forbidden set F with W

�
F , then F

�
W � N, and there must

be at least one resource type k � K such that the weight of the maximum weight anti-
chain in W � N exceeds Rk. A maximum weight anti-chain of a partially ordered set
equals a maximum weight stable set in the underlying comparability graph. For each
resource type k, this problem can be solved in time polynomial in n as a minimum flow
problem; see [18]. Finally, Problem (iii) turns out to be NP-complete, since already
the following, restricted problem is NP-complete.

Theorem 3. Given a project scheduling problem (even without precedence constraints)
with threshold representation of the resource constraints, and given that the number
of resource types is polynomial in n, it is NP-complete to determine if a given job is
contained in some minimal forbidden set F � F or not.

Proof. The problem is obviously in NP; according to the preceding remarks, a poly-
nomially checkable proof is the set F itself. We will use a simple reduction of the
NP-complete problem PARTITION (see, e. g., [11]). The problem PARTITION is the
following: We are given n items of integral weight r j � 0 with ∑n

j � 1 r j even, and
the question is if there exists a partition of the items into two subsets of equal total
weight. Now define a project scheduling problem as follows. We have no precedence
constraints and one job per item, each with resource requirement r j. The resource
availability is R � 1

2 ∑n
j � 1 r j . In addition, we have one more job, say i, with resource

requirement ri � 1. Now, if i is contained in a minimal forbidden set F , we have
∑ j � F ��� i 	 r j � R, since F is minimal forbidden and since i requires only one resource
unit. On the other hand, if i is not contained in a minimal forbidden set, there is no
subset F of the original items with total weight R. This completes the proof.
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2.3 Related Topics

Interestingly, threshold graphs and related questions have been considered also in the
context of the so-called PV-chunk synchronizing primitive, which generalizes the clas-
sical semaphore concept for synchronization of parallel processing. In fact, apparently
prior to Chvátal and Hammer [8], threshold graphs have been defined and character-
ized in this context by Henderson and Zalcstein [13]; see also [22].

In the form of minimal covers, minimal forbidden sets also arise in the context
of the knapsack polytope, or more generally knapsack inequalities in 0–1 integer pro-
gramming. Given a 0–1–polytope P � �

x � � 0 � 1 �
�
V
�
� ∑ j � V r jx j � R � , a cover is a

set C
�

V with ∑ j � C r j � R, and C is called minimal if it is minimal with respect to
this property. In other words, minimal covers exactly correspond to minimal forbidden
sets in our application. In the context of integer programming, minimal covers play an
important role, since they give rise to cover inequalities of the form ∑ j � C x j � �C ��� 1,
which are valid for P, and also to lifted cover inequalities, which are even facet-
inducing for P. We refer, e.g., to [3] for more details.

3 Computing Minimal Forbidden Sets

In this section, we propose an algorithm which computes the minimal forbidden set
representation F for an instance which is given in its threshold representation. Notice
that exponentially many minimal forbidden sets may exist, hence the output of such
an algorithm may be exponential with respect to n, the number of jobs.

Bartusch [5, Section 7.1.2] has previously suggested an approach to compute all
minimal forbidden sets F . His algorithm is based on the following ‘divide-and-
conquer’ approach. The given instance, say I, is partitioned into �K � partial instances
I1 ������� � I �K � where each Ik only consists of jobs which require a positive amount of re-
source k. Then, for each Ik, the set of minimal forbidden sets Fk is calculated with
respect to resource k only. To this end, Bartusch first computes all maximal anti-chains
of the corresponding partial instance Ik (see [4] for an algorithm which computes all
maximal anti-chains of a partial order). He then determines all minimal forbidden sets
contained in these anti-chains. For all k, the system of all so-computed sets then in-
cludes the minimal forbidden sets Fk of the partial instance Ik. Finally, the minimal
forbidden sets F of the original instance are given by the inclusion-minimal sets of
�

k Fk. This approach, however, has the major drawback that within the individual
subproblems many minimal forbidden sets of jobs are potentially computed that later
turn out to be forbidden but not minimal forbidden. Even if there are comparatively
few minimal forbidden sets F in total, already for one resource type k and one max-
imal anti-chain in the corresponding partial instance Ik, exponentially many minimal
forbidden sets may exist.

3.1 Description of the Algorithm

The basic approach is to enumerate subsets of V in a tree T where each node w of T ,
except the root node, is associated to exactly one job j � V (however, the mapping of
nodes to jobs is not an injection). If node w is associated to some job j, w has a child
node for each job i � j � 1 ������� � n. The root node has a child node for each job i � V .
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Each node w of the tree defines a subset W
�

V of jobs with j � W by traversing the
tree from w to the root node, and collecting the associated jobs on that path. In fact,
a node of the tree only consists of its associated job j, a pointer to its father, and, for
technical reasons, the (current) number of child nodes. With these basic definitions,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of nodes of T and the power set
2V of all subsets of V .

To build a tree T � F 
 which exactly represents all minimal forbidden sets F , the
tree T is pruned during this generic process like in a branch-and-bound algorithm:
A node w is discarded as soon as it can be proved that neither W nor any superset
of W that is located in the subtree rooted at w is a minimal forbidden set. T � F 
 is
constructed in a DFS fashion. For each node w that is to be added within the construc-
tion of T � F 
 , it is tested whether W is a minimal forbidden set. This is done in two
steps. First, we check whether the associated set W is an anti-chain with respect to
the (transitively implicit) precedence constrains. If this is not the case, by definition of
minimal forbidden sets, the subtree rooted at w can be discarded (including w itself).
Otherwise, if W is forbidden, that is, ∑ j � W r jk � Rk for some k � K, we test if W is
minimal forbidden. This is done by verifying whether each set W � � j � , j � W , is
resource-feasible; see Problem (i) in Section 2.2. If this is the case then W is minimal
forbidden and w is stored as a leaf of the tree T � F 
 . Otherwise, W is not minimal
forbidden and the subtree rooted at w can be discarded (including w itself). If W is
resource-feasible, there may exist minimal forbidden sets F

�
W that are located in

the subtree rooted at w; hence branching is required on w. Finally, if some node does
not represent a minimal forbidden set, and does not have any further descendants, it
is deleted from the tree. Notice that deletion of nodes is meant recursively, that is, if
a deleted node w was the only child of its father u in T � F 
 then u is deleted as well.
Upon termination, the constructed tree T � F 
 has precisely �F � leaves.

Let us give a simple example. Let D � � V � A 
 be the precedence graph with V ��
1 � 2 � 3 � 4 � and A � � � 1 � 2 
 � . There is one resource type with availability R1 � 3, and

the resource requirement of jobs is r1 � 1 � 3, r2 � 1 � 2, r3 � 1 � 1, and r4 � 1 � 1. Then the
minimal forbidden sets are

�
1 � 3 � , � 1 � 4 � , and

�
2 � 3 � 4 � . Figure 1 depicts the trees T

and T � F 
 .
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Figure 1: Example of the trees T and T � F 
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3.2 Analysis of the Algorithm

Let us now discuss the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. We prove
that the algorithm can be implemented to run polynomial in n and �F � , the size of the
in- and output, if there is only one resource type (see Theorem 2 above). Note that,
for practical purposes, our implementation differs from the algorithm described next;
it will be discussed in Section 3.3 below.

Let us first assume that �K � � 1, let r j be the resource consumption of jobs j � V ,
and let R be the resource availability. To make the above generic procedure polynomial
in the size of the in- and output, we consider the jobs in a non-increasing order of their
resource consumption r j; so assume w.l.o.g. that r1 � r2 � ����� � rn. Then the following
observation is immediate.

Lemma 1. If �K ��� 1 and if the jobs are considered in non-increasing order of r j, i. e.,
in the order 1 � 2 � ����� � n in T � F 
 , then each forbidden set F found by the generic
procedure described in Section 3.1 is already minimal forbidden.

Proof. Say a forbidden set F � � j1 � j2 ����� � jt � is found, where j1 � j2 � ����� � jt . Then,
by construction, the set F � � jt � is resource feasible, and since r j1 � r j2 � ����� � r jt , also
all sets F � � ji � are resource feasible for all i � 1 ������� � t � 1.

Hence, the above described procedure only generates nodes w which correspond to
anti-chains W which are either resource feasible or minimal forbidden. Now recall
that for any given feasible subset of jobs W

�
V , which is an anti-chain with respect to

the precedence constraints, one can decide in time polynomial in n if W is contained in
some (not necessarily minimal) forbidden set or not; this is Problem (ii) mentioned in
Section 2.2. In particular, at any node w considered in the generic procedure described
in Section 3.1, associated to some job j, one can decide in time polynomial in n if the
corresponding anti-chain W is contained in some forbidden set F with F

�
W � � j �

1 ������� � n � or not. In other words, one can decide in time polynomial in n if node w will
eventually lead to some forbidden set or not. Combined with Lemma 1, we now obtain
the following.

Lemma 2. If �K � � 1 and if the jobs are considered in non-increasing order of r j,
i. e., in the order 1 � 2 � ����� � n in T � F 
 , at any node w considered in the generic
procedure described in Section 3.1, one can decide in time polynomial in n if w will
eventually lead to some minimal forbidden set or not.

Since the number of nodes in T � F 
 is obviously polynomial in �F � , this shows that
for �K � � 1, the time required to compute the tree T � F 
 is in fact polynomial in n and
�F � , which concludes the proof for Theorem 2.

For �K � � 1, however, the described algorithm is not polynomial in F . The reason
is that, given a node w considered in the generic procedure described in Section 3.1, we
can no longer decide in polynomial time if the associated anti-chain W is contained in a
minimal forbidden set or not (recall Theorem 3). This was possible for the case �K � � 1
only due to Lemma 1, which does no longer hold if �K � � 1. Consequently, if �K � � 1,
one possibly ends at nodes w such that the associated set of jobs W is forbidden, but
not minimal forbidden. In fact, the number of such nodes may be exponential in �F �
for our algorithm, as is demonstrated by Example 2 given in the Appendix.
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3.3 Implementation and Fast Reduction Tests

Contrary to what was described in Section 3.2, in our actual implementation we only
considered heuristic but very efficient ‘reduction tests’ in order to decide if a node of
the tree potentially leads to a minimal forbidden set or not. These simple tests greatly
improved the performance of the simple generic procedure described in Section 3.1;
they will be described in this section. To simplify notation, we omit the resource index
k. Resource requirements r j and supply R are treated as vectors and any inequality
involving r j or R is meant component-wise. Moreover, rW denotes the vector of total
resource consumption of W .

First, motivated by the results of Section 3.2, also for instances with more than one
resource type it showed to be computationally more effective to consider the jobs in
a suitable ordering: Therefore we identify a resource k

� � K that is scarcest, defined
as a resource with smallest ratio Rk

�
∑ j � V r jk, and assume that jobs are numbered in

non-increasing order of their consumption of this resource type k
�
. Although this does

not help theoretically, it helps to heuristically close the gap between rW and R in as
many nodes w as soon as possible. Notice that this is particularly important since for
any node w of the generic tree T , the subtree rooted at w is extremely unbalanced:
If s � j 
 denotes the size of a subtree rooted at some node w associated to job j, then
s � j 
 � 1 � ∑n

k � j � 1 s � k 
 , hence s � j 
 � 2n � j.
Next, two jobs i and j cannot be in a common forbidden set if there is a (transitively

implicit) precedence constraint between i and j. In addition, we implemented two
other heuristic tests to determine if no minimal forbidden set contains both i and j.
First, if the resources required by i and j are disjoint in the sense that r ik

� r jk � 0
for each k � K, then i and j together do not belong to any minimal forbidden set.
Second, let U be the set of jobs that are unrelated to both i and j with respect to
the (transitively implicit) precedence constraints. Then, if r j � ri � rU � R, then i
and j are not contained in a common minimal forbidden set, either. All above tests
are performed as preprocessing, and the resulting information is stored in a Boolean
matrix M of size n � n in order to provide access in O � 1 
 time.

Finally, we implemented another heuristic test which is particularly useful to keep
the tree small if resource constraints are weak; it is a heuristic test in order to detect
nodes w which cannot lead to any forbidden set: For a given node w, associated to some
job j and a set W of jobs, j � W , we simply sum up the resource requirements of all
jobs out of

�
j � 1 ������� � n � that are not precedence-related to any of the jobs of W ; denote

this set by N. Then, if rW � rN � R, the subtree rooted at w can be discarded because
each of the subsets of jobs in that subtree is resource-feasible. We also experimented
with the exact method which decides if a given node of the tree leads to a forbidden
set or not; see Problem (ii) of Section 2.2 for details. However, the computational
overhead was too large due to the time required to solve the associated minimum-flow
problems.

Algorithm 1 shows further details of the proposed procedure. For a given node w of
the tree, associated to some job j, and some job i � j, Algorithm 1 calls the subroutines
EvaluateNode(i � w) and possibly also CreateNode(i � w). EvaluateNode computes the
status of the set W � � i � , i. e., it decides whether W � � i � is (minimal) forbidden or
resource-feasible. Algorithmic details are given in Algorithm 2. CreateNode(i � w)
generates a new node of the tree which is a child of w and associated to job i.
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Algorithm 1: Compute all minimal forbidden sets
Input : Jobs V , precedence constraints A, resource constraints r j � R.

Output : The set of minimal forbidden sets represented by the tree T � F 
 .
Find suitable k � K and create ordering L of jobs with non-increasing r jk;
Compute Boolean matrix M which indicates whether

�
F with i � j � F;

F : � /0; // stores the forbidden sets
root : � root node of tree T ; Stack : � /0;
for all jobs j � V do

w : � CreateNode( j � root);
push w on Stack;

while Stack
�� /0 do

remove node w from Stack;
j : � job associated to w; W : � set of jobs associated to w;
for all jobs i � L j do

EvaluateNode(i � w);
if W � � i � is a minimal forbidden set then

u : � CreateNode(i � w);
Add u to F ;

if W � � i � is feasible then
u : � CreateNode(i � w);
Add u to Stack;

(Recursively) delete w if it is not minimal forbidden and has no children;

return F ;

Algorithm 2: EvaluateNode
Input : A feasible set W of jobs (represented by node w) and a new job i.

Output : Status of the set W � � i �
(feasible / minimal forbidden / can be discarded).

if i and some j � W cannot be in a minimal forbidden set w. r. t. M then
return (can be discarded);

if rW k � rik � Rk for some k then
for j � W do

if rWk � rik � r jk � Rk for some k then
return (can be discarded);

return (minimal forbidden);

N : � jobs of
�

j �V � j � L i � that potentially can be in some minimal forbidden
set F with � W � � i � 
 � F (according to Matrix M);

if rW � rN � R then return (can be discarded);
else return (resource-feasible);
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3.4 Compact Representation of Forbidden Sets

Algorithm 1 immediately suggests to store the minimal forbidden sets in a data struc-
ture given by the tree T � F 
 . The jobs of the forbidden sets are represented as nodes
in the tree, and upon building the tree as described before, a vector of pointers to the
leaves of T � F 
 is generated. To access (or loop) all jobs of a forbidden set F , one sim-
ply traverses T � F 
 from the leaf which corresponds to F to the root node, obviously in
O � �F � 
 time. In comparison to a representation as a vector of lists of the correspond-
ing job numbers (which would certainly be the simplest data structure that provides
fast access to traverse all minimal forbidden sets), this reduces memory requirement
considerably (empirically analyzed in Section 4 below).

4 Computational Evaluation

We first describe the computational setup and the benchmark instances, and then ana-
lyze the performance of the proposed algorithm in dependence on different parameters
which have been used to generate the instances.

4.1 Setup and Benchmark Instances

Our experiments were conducted on a Sun Ultra 1 with 143 MHz clock pulse operating
under Solaris 2.7. The code is written in C++ and has been compiled with the GNU
g++ compiler version 2.91.66 using the -O3 optimization option. The memory limit
was set to 50 MB.

We have tested the proposed algorithm on instances of the library PSPLIB [23] that
was generated by Kolisch and Sprecher with the help of the instance generator Pro-
Gen [16]. The library contains instances with 30, 60, 90, and 120 jobs, respectively.
The instances have been generated by modifying three parameters, (i) the network
complexity (NC) which is the average number of direct successors of a job, (ii) the re-
source factor (RF) which describes the average number of different resource types re-
quired in order to process a job divided by the total number of resource types, and (iii)
the resource strength (RS), which is a measure of the scarcity of the resources (see [16]
for details). The parameters have been chosen out of the sets NC � � 1 � 5 � 1 � 8 � 2 � 1 �
and RF � � 0 � 25 � 0 � 5 � 0 � 75 � 1 � 0 � . For the benchmark sets with 30, 60 and 90 jobs the
resource strength RS has been chosen from the values

�
0 � 2 � 0 � 5 � 0 � 7 � 1 � 0 � , while for

instances with 120 jobs it was chosen from
�
0 � 1 � 0 � 2 � 0 � 3 � 0 � 4 � 0 � 5 � . The smaller the

parameter RS, the scarcer are the resources; hence, on average, the resource capacities
are scarcer for the instances with 120 jobs. For each combination of the parameters,
10 instances have been generated at random. This results in 480 instances for each of
instance sizes 30, 60, and 90, and 600 instances with 120 jobs.

Before we turn to our computational experiences with these instances, let us briefly
comment on the relationship between the systems of minimal forbidden sets and the
above mentioned parameters. According to Radermacher [24, p. 237], instances are
essentially equal if both precedence constraints and the systems of minimal forbidden
sets coincide. In this respect, the variation of the resource factor RF does not neces-
sarily lead to essentially different instances: Although two instances have a different
resource factor, they can be identical in the sense that they have identical precedence
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constraints and systems of minimal forbidden sets. For example, if the threshold rep-
resentation of the resource constraints defines a threshold hypergraph without isolated
nodes, the resource factor is obviously 1. However, the same system of minimal forbid-
den sets can be represented by �F � different resource types, which generally leads to a
resource factor strictly smaller than 1. Another remark addresses the above definition
of network complexity. Since the definition as the average number of direct successors
disregards transitive precedence constraints, instances with identical network complex-
ity may have an essentially different topology, hence also essentially different systems
of minimal forbidden sets. For example, for V � � 1 ������� � 4 � , the precedence constraints
A1 : � � � 1 � 2 
 � � 1 � 4 
 � � 3 � 4 
 � and A2 : � � � 1 � 2 
 � � 2 � 3 
 � � 3 � 4 
 � both have a network com-
plexity NC � 3

�
4. While � V � A2 
 is a chain, and hence has no non-trivial anti-chain,

� V � A1 
 has three non-trivial anti-chains. However, our computational results with the
PSPLIB instances show that, on average, there is a meaningful correlation between all
three parameters and the system of minimal forbidden sets.

4.2 Computational Results

Table 1 shows for each test set the number of solved instances (#solved), that is, all
minimal forbidden sets could be computed within the memory restriction of 50 MB,
as well as the average and maximum number of forbidden sets (

�
#FS and max. #FS)

and required computation times (
�

CPU and max. CPU). As the table suggests, the
algorithm easily computes all minimal forbidden sets for the instances with 30 jobs;
the computation time is negligible. Most of the instances with 60 jobs can also be
solved in short time, however, there already exist few (17) instances for which not all
minimal forbidden sets could be determined within the memory restriction of 50 MB
(even with a limit 500 MB, 7 instances remain unsolved).

#jobs #inst. #solved
�

#FS max. #FS
�

CPU max. CPU

30 480 480 326 4,411 0.01 0.2
60 480 463 101,773 2,163,692 7 167
90 480 309 255,476 1,867,239 23 490

120 600 340 243,871 1,996,505 13 200

Table 1: For each set of instances the table displays the number of instances in the test
set (#inst.), the number of solved instances (#solved), the average and the maximum
number of minimal forbidden sets (

�
#FS and max. #FS), and the average and the

maximum computation time in seconds (
�

CPU and max. CPU).

Although for larger instances the average memory requirement strongly increases, the
algorithm still solves more than a half of the instances with 90 and 120 jobs with no
more than 50 MB memory requirement. Note that, even for instances with 120 jobs,
for all instances with scarce resources (RS � 0 � 1) or small resource factor (RF � 0 � 25,
that is, each job requires only one resource type on average), the algorithm computes
all minimal forbidden sets at an average running time of less than 5 seconds. Instances
with scarce resources are known to be particularly hard with respect to makespan min-
imization and lower bound computations.
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Forbidden set statistics. Figures 2 and 3 show how the average number and cardi-
nality of minimal forbidden sets depend on the instance parameters RS, RF, and NC.
Since we did not observe that these parameters were significantly correlated, all fig-
ures are based on average values with respect to the whole set of instances (with 30
jobs). As expected, both the number and cardinality of minimal forbidden sets heavily
depend on the instance parameters RS, RF, and NC; let us briefly analyze the outcome
of this evaluation.
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Figure 2: The plots display the average number of minimal forbidden sets depending
on the instance parameters RS (left), RF (middle), and NC (right). The data is based
on the test set with 30 jobs per instance.
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Figure 3: The plots display the average cardinality of minimal forbidden sets depend-
ing on the instance parameters RS (left), RF (middle), and NC (right). The data is
based on the test set with 30 jobs per instance.

The dependence of the average cardinality of minimal forbidden sets on the re-
source strength RS as shown in Figure 3 is intuitive. With respect to the average num-
ber of minimal forbidden sets in dependence of the resource strength RS, it is notice-
able that this figure is small either if the resource strength RS is very low (0.2; scarce
resource capacity) or very high (1.0; loose resource capacity). For scarce resources,
this is due to the fact that the minimal forbidden sets tend to be of small cardinality, as
also suggested by Figure 3. For loose resources this is due to the fact that if there are
hardly any resource constraints, already many anti-chains tend to be resource-feasible,
hence there are fewer forbidden sets at all (with larger cardinality on average, as can
be seen in Figure 3).

The behavior of the average cardinality of minimal forbidden sets in dependence
of the resource factor RF in Figure 3 can be explained as follows. If each job requires
only one or few resource types on average, that is, the resource factor RF is small, it is
very likely that in a given anti-chain, there are pairs � i � j 
 of jobs with disjoint resource
requirements (rik

� r jk � 0 for all resource types k), hence minimal forbidden sets tend
to be smaller on average the smaller the resource factor RF . (Consequently, there are
also fewer of them, as can be seen in Figure 2.)

With respect to the network complexity NC, our results show that both number and
cardinality of minimal forbidden sets trends down when NC increases. The reason is
that, for the considered instances, the total number of precedence constraints (includ-
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ing transitive ones) increases with the network complexity. Recall, however, that the
network complexity is not a measure for the total number of precedence constraints in
general (see Section 4.1).

We finally observed that the average cardinality of the minimal forbidden sets in-
creases with the number of jobs. The respective average values (based on the number
of solved instances as given in Table 1) are 3.5 (maximum 10) for 30 jobs, 4.9 (max-
imum 16) for 60 jobs, 5.1 (maximum 13) for 90 jobs, and 4.5 (maximum 12) for 120
jobs. Notice that the average and maximum cardinality is comparatively small for the
test set with 120 jobs, which is due to the fact that the resource strength parameters
are smaller for these instances (and perhaps also since quite some (260) of the 600
instances could not be solved within the 50 MB memory limitation).

Computational performance. Let us next analyze the computational performance
with respect to running times, and compare the proposed algorithm (with and without
reduction tests) to a variation of the earlier mentioned divide-and-conquer approach by
Bartusch [5]; see Section 3. Table 2 first shows the average and maximal computation
times for the algorithm proposed in this paper, both with and without reduction tests.

#jobs #solved
�

CPU max. CPU

with reduction tests 30 480 0.01 0.2
no reduction tests 30 480 0.04 0.5

with reduction tests 60 463 7 167
no reduction tests 60 446 145 6,280

Table 2: For both variations of the algorithm, the table displays the number of solved
instances (#solved) and the respective average and the maximum computation time in
seconds (

�
CPU and max. CPU); based on instances with 30 and 60 jobs, respectively.

The results obviously confirm that the additional reduction tests proposed in Sec-
tion 3.3 are worthwhile, reducing the average required computation time by a factor
of almost 4 for the instances with 30 jobs. The importance of the additional reduction
tests is even more apparent for the instances with 60 jobs. There, the average com-
putation time decreases from 145 seconds (without reduction tests) to 7 seconds (with
reduction tests); a factor of more than 20.

Figure 4 shows more details with respect to the computation times, based on the
test set with 30 jobs. It is intuitive that the computation times are small whenever there
are only few, and small minimal forbidden sets, and large if there are many and large
minimal forbidden sets. This is indeed validated by Figure 4. There is however, one
more remark on the computation times which concerns the reduction tests proposed in
Section 3.3 (see also Table 2): If the reduction tests are not performed, the dependence
of computation time on the resource factor RF gives a picture which is exactly reverse,
showing that these tests are extremely effective particularly for instances where the
resource factor RF is small. In fact, for RF � 0 � 25, the computation time increases
from 1.4 ms (Figure 4; with reduction tests) to 41 ms (without reduction tests).

We have also experimented with a divide-and-conquer approach, based on the
paradigm of the previously described approach proposed by Bartusch [5] (see the brief
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Figure 4: The plots display the average running time (in milliseconds) depending on
the instance parameters RS (left), RF (middle), and NC (right). The data is based on
the test set with 30 jobs per instance.

description of this approach in Section 3). The basic idea is to partition the given in-
stance, say I, into �K � partial instances I1 ������� � I �K � where each Ik only consists of jobs
which require a positive amount of resource k. Then, for each Ik, the set of minimal
forbidden sets Fk is calculated with respect to resource k only. This has the major
advantage that each of the subproblems can be solved in polynomial time with respect
to its in- and output, which is n and �Fk � , respectively (see Theorem 2 and Section 3.2).
In comparison to the algorithm proposed in this paper, this can in fact reduce the
computation time by orders of magnitude for particular instances, as demonstrated by
Example 2 in the Appendix. On the other hand, it is obvious that the systems of min-
imal forbidden sets Fk for the subproblems Ik may be exponential with respect to F
itself. Apart from that, even if the minimal forbidden sets Fk are given, in order to
obtain the minimal forbidden sets F for the original instance, an efficient computation
of the inclusion-minimal subsets of

�
k Fk is necessary, which constitutes a non-trivial

problem in its own.
Based on the instances from the PSPLIB, we have compared the time required to

compute F using the algorithm proposed in this paper with the overall time required
time to compute all minimal forbidden sets Fk for all partial instances Ik, k � 1 ������� � �K � .
It turned out that these computation times are in fact comparable on average, how-
ever, for only few instances the divide-and-conquer approach was more efficient. In
particular, notice that this comparison does not even take into account the additional
overhead required to compute the inclusion-minimal subsets of

�
k Fk. In fact, using a

straightforward implementation, this overhead turned out to be a major bottleneck of
the divide-and-conquer approach; it required by far more computation time than the
computation of the minimal forbidden sets

�
k Fk itself. Hence, a divide-and-conquer

approach seems to be beneficial only for instances with very particular structure (e. g.
Example 2 in the Appendix).

Memory requirements. Finally, we analyze the memory required to store the min-
imal forbidden sets in the data structure given by the tree T � F 
 , in comparison to the
ordinary list representation, where each minimal forbidden set is stored as a list of job
numbers. For the instances with 30 jobs, the average sum ∑F � F �F � is roughly 1400,
while the average number of nodes in T is only 600. Despite of the fact that we have
to maintain some overhead in order to generate (and delete) the tree T � F 
 , namely
an integer which counts the number of children of each node in the tree, the memory
requirement is reduced by a factor of roughly 1.5 in comparison to the list representa-
tion. For instances with 60, 90, and 120 jobs, the memory requirements are reduced
by a factor of roughly 2.5. (This value only refers to instances for which all mini-
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mal forbidden sets could be computed within the given memory limitation of 50 MB.)
Consequently, compared to the ordinary list representation, the proposed data structure
given by T � F 
 allows a much more efficient representation of minimal forbidden sets.

5 Concluding Remarks

We addressed several questions related to the transformation between two different
representations of resource constraints in project scheduling, the threshold and the
minimal forbidden set representation. Moreover, we presented and analyzed a simple
algorithm which computes all minimal forbidden sets for an instance which is given
in a threshold representation. There are some open questions which remain for future
research: The question if some given job i is contained in some minimal forbidden set
or not (given a threshold representation of the resource constraints) was proved to be
NP-complete, even for the case without precedence constraints using a reduction from
PARTITION (Theorem 3). In fact, it is not hard to see that this problem can be solved in
pseudo-polynomial time by iteratively solving SUBSETSUM problems. However, it is
open whether the problem becomes strongly NP-hard if also precedence constraints are
present. Another interesting open problem is the question whether minimal forbidden
sets can be computed in time polynomial in the in- and the output size of the problem if
the number of resource types is greater than one, which would generalize Theorem 2.
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Appendix

Example 1. Let V � �
1 ��������� 4n � , and let V1

� �
1 ��������� 2n � and V2

� �
2n � 1 ��������� 4n � be a

partition of V . Now, for each U1 � V1 define a corresponding U2 : � �
u � 2n 	 u 
 U1 � , and let

F : � �
U1 � U2 	 U1 � V1 �	U1 	 � n � be the minimal forbidden sets.

Here, the number of minimal forbidden sets is � 2n
n � 
 Ω � 2n � . Now for any two distinct minimal

forbidden sets, say U1 � U2 and W1 � W2, where U1 � W1 
 V1 and U2 � W2 
 V2 according to the
above definition, two different resource types are required, since otherwise at least one of the
sets U1 � W1, U2 � W2, U1 � W2, or U2 � W1 would not be resource feasible. Hence, Ω � 2n �
resource types are required to represent F . In other words, the threshold dimension of � V � F �
is Ω � 2n � .
Example 2. Let V � �

1 ��������� n � , 	K 	 � 2, R1
� R2

� 2n � 4, r1 � 1 � r2 � 1 � rn � 1 � 2 � rn � 2 � n, and
r jk

� 1 otherwise.

Then F consists of exactly six sets, namely
�
1 � 2 � , � n � 1 � n � , and

�
i � 3 � 4 ��������� n � 3 � n � 2 � j �

for i � 1 � 2 and j � n � 1 � n. Hence 	F 	�
 O � 1 � for any n 
�� , but the number of nodes which
are examined within our algorithm is exponential in n. Notice that this is an example where the
previously described divide-and-conquer approach by Bartusch (see Section 3) is beneficial,
since it runs polynomial in n.
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